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Abstract
Anomaly detection systems largely depend on user profile
data to be able to detect deviation from normal activity.
Most of this profile data is based on commands executed
by users on a system and may not represent user’s com-
plete behavior which is essential for effectively detecting
the anomalies in the system. Collection of user behavior
data is a slow and time consuming process. In this paper,
we propose a new approach to automate the generation of
user data by parameterizing user behavior in terms of user
intention (malicious/normal), user skill level, set of ap-
plications installed on a machine, mouse movement and
keyboard activity. The user behavior parameters are used
to generate templates, which can be further customized.
The framework is called USim which achieves rapid gen-
eration of user behavior data based on these templates on
GUI based systems. The data thus generated can be uti-
lized for rapidly training and testing intrusion detection
systems (IDSes) and improving their detection precision.
This framework can also benefit research where user be-
havior data is utilized to improve usability and quality of
software products. One such application is in the Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) domain, where the proposed
technique can provide better testing capabilities.

1 Introduction
Anomaly detection can be performed at various levels
such as network packets, system calls (program execution
time) and user command level. All the anomaly detection
techniques are based on the premise that the malicious ac-
tivity will be a deviation from the normal user behavior.
To be able to make a distinction between normal and mali-
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cious behavior, these detection systems collect and utilize
data from user sessions to build user profiles. This data is
initially used to train the detection system about what is
normal and later for detecting the malicious activity. Tra-
ditionally the user profile data has been based only on the
commands a user executes on a system.

Schonlau et al. [1] collected Unix command line data
of 50 users for testing and comparing various intrusion
detection methods. This dataset is useful for representing
user profiles for users in a Unix like system where most
of the user activity is recorded as the command sequence.
It should be noted that this type of dataset would not be
able to correctly represent the behavioral profiles of users
working on modern graphical user interface (GUI) based
systems such as Microsoft Windows and some variants
of Linux operating system. This is due to the fact that
command line data is not capable of capturing the users
actions such as mouse activity, keyboard typing speed and
mannerisms, which are essential for correctly determining
user’s behavior on these systems.

A careful observation of the existing anomaly detec-
tion techniques reveals that better detection mechanisms
can be developed with the use of pre-deployment training
datasets. As mentioned above, existing datasets provide
user profile data for the initial stages of the IDS training,
however they do not provide details about user behavior,
which is essential to effective training and performance
evaluation of detection mechanisms. The process of data
generation and collection using the real system takes a
long time, ranging from few weeks to years. One such
case is reported by Lane et al. [2], where the data collec-
tion process took few years. Also, the type of data used
for detecting malicious activity at different levels is differ-
ent due to their dissimilar source of generation. This dis-
parity makes it difficult to generate/synthesize such data
automatically. There is a strong need for a tool which can
automate the task of fast data generation for IDS training
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and evaluation. Modeling the user behavior and generat-
ing realistic data can provide solution to this problem. It
should be noted that although simulation tools in other do-
mains such as computer networking [3, 4], manufacturing
processes (discrete event simulation) [5, 6] etc. are com-
mon and readily available, there is a scarcity of similar
tools in the computer security domain.
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Figure 1: Behavioral Path for Various Types of Users

Figure 1 shows an example of probable behavioral
paths taken by various types of users such as novice, be-
ginner and expert. The paths shown represent the amount
of efforts to achieve a task by these users drawn based
on their activities on the system. These activities include
but are not limited to mouse movements, keyboard typ-
ing speed, number of commands executed and duration
taken to perform a job function. As can be seen from the
figure, the behavior of users differs greatly depending on
their skill levels. An expert user will be more towards the
perfect behavior1 statistics because of his knowledge and
experience using the system. A novice user on the other
hand will show a great variation in the behavior due to
lack of experience and knowledge about the applications
on system. Numbers 1, 2 and 3 in the figure represent the
deviation from the perfect behavior due to the level of in-
experience of these users with the system. For example,
an expert’s behavior will show shortest time to complete
the job along with fewest steps (in terms of commands,
mouse clicks etc.). It should be noted that although this
deviation can come close to the perfect behavior line, it
cannot touch it ideally. It is also interesting to note here
that for performing the same job function various users
will utilize the system differently thus generating a totally
different behavioral path. This leads to the fact that care-

1perfect behavior is defined as the minimum effort level or system
activity involved in achieving a task

fully drawn behavioral paths of various users can provide
details about their behavioral profiles and thus enable a
more accurate anomaly detection as compared to utilizing
the command or audit data alone.

In this paper, we propose and develop a new framework
called USim for generating user behavior data based on
parameters provided through customizable templates. In
the remainder of this section, we discuss the goals and
expected impact of this framework.

1.1 Summary of Contributions
The main contributions of the paper are in the simulation
technology of intrusion detection systems.

• Ability to rapidly model and simulate behavior of a
variety of users such as administrator, developer or
a secretary in an organization. This user behavior
data is very useful for training and evaluating IDSes.
Different users have different skills and they will use
system applications based on their needs. Thus their
use of resources on a system will vary greatly based
on user behavior.

• The user simulation tool generates realistic data by
utilizing complete set of characteristics for simulated
user. These characteristics include but are not limited
to temporal or time dependent activities, such as 9am
- 5pm working hours for a user to role based activi-
ties such as administrator vs. developer activities etc.

• The proposed framework can simulate users realisti-
cally and is highly tunable in terms of types of users
it can simulate. It can be utilized to simulate a normal
user, a malicious user, an exploratory user, a naive
user or an expert user. This feature will provide more
depth to the training and testing of IDSes.

1.2 Paper Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We
give a literature review of the related work in the area
of user simulation and intrusion detection in Section 2.
Section 3 describes the design of the USim framework.
Section 4 discusses the USim approach for modeling user
behavior and generating customizable templates. Section
5 provides illustration of mouse movement as one of the
user behavior features utilized by USim framework. In
Section 6 we show the feasibility of our research by dis-
cussing applications for USim generated dataset for train-
ing and testing cyber security systems. We conclude the
paper and provide future directions of research in Section
7.
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2 Related Work
The idea of modeling user behavior is not new and
has been studied in many areas including cognitive sci-
ence, human computer interaction (HCI) systems, speech
recognition and training systems [7]. We will mainly dis-
cuss the user behavior modeling from computer security
perspective, which is the main focus of this paper. This
involves being able to interpret user’s behavior on a com-
puter to identify any changes in behavior leading to se-
curity concerns. User behavior models try to catch the
higher level interactions by a user on a computer. These
interactions can be in the form of commands a user runs
on the system, his habits in using a particular feature of
system (keystroke combination or typing command com-
pletely), his nervousness during the usage of computer
etc. These interactions are also based on the skill level
of a particular user. A novice will use the computer dif-
ferently as compared to an expert user and thus gener-
ates a different set of behavioral characteristics. While
using the commands as a behavior characteristic, the inter-
command dependencies are an interesting way to look at
the intention of the user. These inter-command dependen-
cies of user behavior have been modeled using Markov
chains by Menasce et al. [8], Calzarossa et al. [9, 10], and
Chen et al. [11]. Although inter-command dependencies
can provide intentions of the user, they cannot provide
complete user behavior characteristics required to make
an informed decision about malicious activities on a sys-
tem.

Our work finds great relevance in areas that utilize
user behavior data to make certain decisions about users.
Specifically the domain of application for this work would
be anomaly detection techniques. So first we mention
some well-known works in this area and the improve-
ments in the intrusion detection techniques over the past
few years. Then we describe some of the publicly avail-
able datasets, which have been utilized for anomaly detec-
tion in the previous efforts. Finally, we discuss our work
in the context of user behavior modeling and data genera-
tion using simulation tools available both in the academic
and commercial domains.

We would like to refer to our previous work [12] where
we developed a similar tool to generate user command
dataset. RACOON, as this tool is called, is able to extract
features from an existing dataset and use those features
to generate volumes of similar data to be used for train-
ing and testing anomaly detection systems. RACOON is
a very effective tool for systems where user commands
are the most prominent way of communicating with sys-
tem and these commands themselves can be effectively
utilized for constructing user profiles. This tool however

will not be able to generate complete profiles of users on
a GUI based systems. USim fills in the gap by providing
ability to generate GUI based behavior datasets contain-
ing information about user’s mouse movements, keyboard
activity etc.

2.1 Anomaly Detection Based on User Data

User action based anomaly detection systems have been
proposed and developed by many research groups. Lane
et al. [13, 14] assert that user actions are causal in na-
ture and sequence matching can provide appropriate so-
lutions for detecting anomalies. They show that a Hidden
Markov Model can provide a good approximation of user
command behavior [15]. In another work, Schonlau et al.
[16] utilized various statistical techniques (“Uniqueness”,
“Bayes one-step Markov”, “Hybrid multi-step Markov”,
“Compression”, “IPAM” and “Sequence Match”) and for
evaluating their effectiveness in masquerade detection.
Naive Bayes Classifier was used by Maxion et al. [17] on
a truncated user command dataset. They provide results to
prove that their technique improves detection significantly
giving very low false positives. In a later work [18] they
claim that enriched command dataset resulted in a better
detection accuracy. A recent effort using data mining [19]
for detecting masqueraders is also worth mentioning here.
We leverage some ideas from these efforts and show how
a user behavior profile can provide better detection capa-
bilities.

2.2 Data Simulation Tools

In computer security domain the first tool to give a real-
istic dataset pertaining to the domain was LARIAT from
MIT/Lincoln Labs [20]. LARIAT uses highly customiz-
able scenarios and plays them back at the test network.
Debar et al. proposed and developed an experimental
workbench [21] for intrusion detection systems. The pro-
posed workbench simulates user interaction with various
network services. Another significant effort in the area of
data simulation is by Lundin et al. [22]. It should be noted
that although, all these efforts are related to data simula-
tion and generation in the computer security domain, there
is no tool in our knowledge that addresses the user be-
havior issues, which are very important when considering
masquerade detection. USim addresses that concern very
well and provides a realistic dataset for user behavior.
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3 Design of USim
USim is a specialized tool designed for generating user
behavior data. USim generates this data based on pro-
vided customizable templates. There are two ways a tem-
plate can be created in USim. Firstly, the proposed frame-
work can take an existing real user behavior data and
extract parameters from this data for creating templates.
Secondly, USim can also be fed precise values of the pa-
rameters of a simulated user for creating templates. Fig-
ure 2 shows these two paths of the USim framework and
data generation methodology. This methodology can be
used to rapidly generate large volumes of user behavior
data. This data is needed for thorough training and testing
of intrusion detection systems.

When USim is supplied with the real user behavior
dataset (see PATH 1 in Figure 2), it extracts the sim-
ulation parameters from this dataset. These parame-
ters are passed to the USim template generation module
(TGM). These parameters could consist of, but are not
limited to, user behavior (normal/malicious), user session
scope (type of applications being used), user role (ad-
min/developer) etc. Each parameter is specified with a
probability and modeled as appropriate for the required
user behavior. TGM module generates USim understand-
able template and sends them to the data generation mod-
ule of USim (DGM). USim uses XML for representing
templates due to its wide popularity and cross-platform
compatibility. Once DGM receives the templates, it gen-
erates appropriate data based on the provided parameters.

The second branch of USim (see PATH 2 in Figure 2),
deals with the parameters directly passed for creating tem-
plates. These parameters are expected to be as precise as
possible and represent a type of users (like a group of de-
velopers or graphics designer). The created template can
be tuned later on depending on type of user being simu-
lated. In the remainder of this section and the next section,
we discuss the USim framework in detail and describe the
various terms and techniques used.

3.1 Real User Behavior Data
Data collected during a user’s activities on a system in
real-time is called real user behavior data. This dataset
describes a user’s behavior according to his/her job as-
signment. The real user behavior data is utilized by the
USim framework for extracting features and creating tem-
plates for generating similar data. The generated data in
this case should closely resemble the real data.

3.2 Dataset Structure
Structure of the data generated using USim framework
is shown in Figure 3. As can be seen from the figure,
the dataset contains details about user behavior such as
executed commands, mouse and keyboard activities, cur-
rently running background processes etc. The manner-
ism of user behavior provides information about deviation
from normal behavior and is a useful feature for improv-
ing detection accuracy.
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Figure 3: USim Dataset Structure

3.3 Simulated User Behavior
Another approach taken by USim is generating user
behavior data based on specifications provided to the
framework. The specifications are converted to tem-
plates, which are customizable and can be tuned for a
specific purpose. These templates contain information
such as user’s job function, type of user, mannerisms of
keystrokes and mouse movements etc. The data thus gen-
erated is said to be for a simulated user.

4 Modeling User Behavior
Anomaly detection mechanisms rely heavily on the un-
derstanding of user’s behavior for detecting malicious ac-
tivity effectively. User behavior is a complex process and
to be able to efficiently model it, we identified some key
features from the Human factors domain such as nervous-
ness while using the computer, keyboard and mouse ac-
tivity, typing speed etc. [23]. These features help explain
USim framework and put our work in perspective.

• Command: The most basic entity to achieve a cer-
tain goal on a computer is called command. A com-
mand is the most prominent feature in the user be-
havior dataset. It describes the goal and hence user
intention. Example of a command is ls and vion
Unix.

• Meta-command: The category of a command is
called Meta-command. Commands related to the
same goal are collectively categorized as one meta-
command. For example vi and emacs belong to
editor meta-command.

• Session scope: The set of meta-commands to
achieve a set of goals pertaining to users role is
called his/her session-scope. For example, a sam-
ple session-scope of a user, whose role is de-
veloper, would be meta-commands: editor,
compiler, linker, debugger. It should be
noted that the above three features are referred from
our previous work in [12].

• User role: A user’s role represents the scope of
his/her responsibility. User’s role also dictates
his/her session-scope.

• Key-time: Usual time difference between key
strokes for a particular user’s normal profile is called
Key-time. It should be noted that this is a very useful
feature and in limited logging scenarios may be used
for separating masqueraders from normal users.

• Mouse-graph: The movement of mouse based on
user’s level of nervousness. A high mouse-graph
may either mean high nervousness of an insider or
high anxiety level for a masquerader.

• Posture and body language: The way a user is
sitting while working also plays an important role
in determining his level of comfort while working.
Again a masquerader won’t be too much concerned
about his posture or body language but a normal user
would first try to seat himself properly and then start
working. This particular feature although very useful
in determining a malicious user physically, is out of
scope of this type of framework and hence will not
be considered in our model. It is provided here for
the sake of completeness of the model.
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4.1 User Behavior

User behavior in cyber domain can be described as the
way a user performs his activities on a computer sys-
tem. This includes the applications and resources uti-
lized, the temporal relationships between the various ac-
tivities performed on the system (time between various
commands, key strokes etc.), the movement of mouse
(a nervous/malicious user might move the mouse more
rapidly than a normal user). USim aims to simulate this
user behavior (also called the user behavior profile) and
provide realistic datasets representing this behavior. The
advantages of such datasets are many fold. They can help
in determining the efficacy of the systems algorithms, the
response of the system to such users and the performance
of the system.

User behavior can be defined with the help of two
classes of parameters. Firstly, the system settings such as
mouse movement speed setup, left handed or right handed
mouse, individual application being used and screen reso-
lution. Secondly, the environmental/technical factors like
knowledge of the peripheral device being used, user’s
comfort level with the system and expertise with the par-
ticular application being used. A good example of be-
havioral differences in two people is a secretary in an or-
ganization versus a graphics designer. While the secre-
tary would be utilizing the keyboard more for typing the
documents and memos, the graphics designer would be
involved in heavy mouse movement activities due to the
nature of his work. The overall approach of USim frame-
work is to provide customizable templates to capture this
user behavior and help in generating datasets to represent
the behavior.

4.2 Template Generation

We consider a particular template that satisfies the re-
quirements of most of the anomaly detection algorithms
available today. Consider a desktop system with a user
working on it to fulfill a given job requirement. We con-
sider a Microsoft Windows environment for illustration
purposes, although the template can easily be modified to
suit any operating system. Most of the anomaly detection
schemes require a series of commands that have been ex-
ecuted by the user. At least, till date, the data that has
been fed into such algorithms have been that way, i.e.,
a list of commands. Such lists, while adequately repre-
sentative of a UNIX system of the past decade, are no
longer meaningfully representative of the systems today.
Graphical user interfaces (GUIs) have become the norm
for most of the computer systems today. Hence user char-
acteristics are better represented by datasets that are more

expansive and take into account the user’s operation on a
GUI system rather than just the command list. Simulat-
ing such behavior has unique challenges and is an issue
that has never been addressed before. A typical Microsoft
system has user run processes and system run background
processes. The load on the system, which includes both
these processes, also vary according to the users com-
mand execution. While we say command execution, we
include the applications run by the user such as MS Word
and Internet Explorer in addition to the usual command
prompt tools/utilities. Furthermore, two additional user
characteristics are included, which are the mouse move-
ment and the keyboard typing speed. These characteris-
tics have largely been ignored by the simulation tools so
far, which is surprising since they are the closest we can
get to the user characteristics apart from the commands
they execute. We describe in further detail the template
for generating dataset encompassing such characteristics:

• The first manner in which we can generate simulated
data is from a set of real data. Real data for var-
ious reasons, privacy being the foremost, are hard
to come by for a system. However, in cases when
they are available, USim can take two inputs viz. the
real data and a template that effectively describes the
dataset and an expected distribution of the dataset
features. With sufficient amount of real data, we do
not require the expected distribution of the dataset
features. This methodology of generation is similar
to our prior work in [12].

• Secondly, we describe a customizable template that
can be used to generate user data taking into account
the GUI characteristics of the system. As mentioned
before, mouse movements and keyboard typing char-
acteristics are the two features that come very close
to representing the user (almost in a biometric man-
ner, similar to signatures and thumb-prints). This
template can be used for training and testing any in-
trusion detection system.

The template also specifies the roles of the user and
can provide precise behavior profiles accordingly.
The template for a graphics designer will have more
graphics applications as compared to an administra-
tor. Hence USim can generate the mouse movements
and command streams accordingly (adhering to pro-
file, exploratory user or malicious user). In addition,
the system background processes and the load on the
system also change correspondingly. A complicated
graphics rendering engine might take a huge amount
of load. A system utility may also generate a huge
load. However when a system utility is executed,
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background processes with the system credentials (as
opposed to the admins credentials) will be fired up.
The template specifies these criteria also and USim
generates the command stream appropriately. This
section thus illustrates how flexible template genera-
tion is through the USim architecture.

4.3 Mathematical Representation of Behav-
ior

We define the user behavior mathematically based on the
features and parameters extracted in the previous subsec-
tions. USim framework can be directly fed the parameters
required for creating templates. These templates can be
used to generate user behavior data. The following param-
eters are used by the Template Generation Module (TGM)
of USim framework as shown previously in Figure 2:

• User intention: M/G, where M = malicious and G =
good

• User type (skill level): Ut1 , Ut2 , ..., Utn

• Left/Right handed user: Lu/Ru

• Operating System: O1, O2, ..., Op

• Application set on machine: A1, A2, ..., Am

• System set: S = {Ok,Am}

• Simulated role: R1, R2, ..., Rl

• Duration of session: Td

where the user role Ri can be defined as:

Ri = f (O j,Ak)

Based on the above parameters, we can define the be-
havior B of user Ui as follows:

B(Ui) = f (Uti ,M/G,Lu/Ru,A j,Ok,Rl ,Td)

where the symbols have their respective meanings as
above.

Similar to the parameters defined above for template
generation, USim can also utilize the existing user behav-
ior dataset for extracting features. These features can be
plugged into a template to generate similar data. We used
a logging tool to generate the real user data for extracting
features. The features thus extracted are:

• Stream of commands issued by the user.

• Keystroke sequence with relevant timing informa-
tion.

• Background processes and related information like
CPU usage and user information.

• Number of Left/Right clicks/duration of activity,
where duration can be anywhere from 10 seconds to
few minutes or even hours.

• Number of Left clicks following Right clicks.

– inside the area of right click menu

– outside the area of right click menu

• Speed of mouse movement (pixels/ms).

• Number of extreme clicks (left bottom or right top),
responsible for closing an application or starting a
new one.

• Intentionality of movement: defined as number of
movements culminating in a left/right click and their
speed.

• Mouse scrolling speed.

• Idle mouse clicks: resulting in no useful activity on
system. It should be noted that this is a crucial fea-
ture, as this will greatly vary from person to person.

• Transition probabilities: probability of a command
on mouse click after another similar action has been
performed.

• Command instantiation probability: probability of a
mouse click or command execution followed by a
mouse movement.

• Coordination probability (or factor): probability of
coordination of mouse movement along with a click
or command execution.

We now describe an algorithm called USim-
TEMPLATE-GEN (see Algorithm 1), which can generate
templates suitable for USim framework for generating
user behavior datasets. The inputs to this algorithm are
System set S, describing the system parameters such as
operating system and applications running on the system,
User role R, consisting of jobs assigned to simulated
user, Behavior set B, a collection of user behavior
characteristics, and number of items in R (rcount) and B
(bcount).
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Algorithm 1 USim Data Generation Algorithm
USim-TEMPLATE-GEN{S,R,B,rcount,bcount}
1 X [rcount]← zero matrix % initialize the matrix
2 Y [bcount]← zero matrix % initialize the matrix
3 while (R is not empty) % till there is data in R
4 do For each user role ri ∈ S, add it to X
5 For each behavior b j ∈ B, add average(b j) to Y
6 Convert frequencies in Y to probabilities
7 Z[rcount,bcount]← zero matrix % initialize the matrix
8 for X [bcount]
9 for each Y [bcount]
10 Z[rcount,bcount]← X [rcount],Y [bcount] % copy data from X & Y to Z
11 while (Z[rcount,bcount] is not empty)
12 do For each behavior item bi,
13 Calculate behavior probabilities related to each job
14 Calculate transition probabilities for each activity
15 Store probabilities, user role and system set to B
16 Convert B to USim template

License Stuff
Initialized at 8/24/2005 2:55:25 PM
Computer Name shail
System User Name SHAIL\ Ashish Garg
User belongs to Administrative Group
IP Address 0 192.168.236.128
632604921288593750 8/24/2005 2:55:28 PM Mouse Coordinates 774,738
632604921289375000 8/24/2005 2:55:28 PM Left Click
632604921795625000 8/24/2005 2:56:19 PM KeyDown P
632606530093340000 8/26/2005 11:36:49 AM New Process acrobat.exe

Figure 4: A Sample Dataset Generated by Logging Tool
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Figure 5: Retraced Graph of Mouse Movement for Two Users

5 Illustration of a Feature: Mouse
Movement

We collected data generated by user activities on 2 differ-
ent computers. These users were of different skill level

and they performed different jobs during the login period.
This data contains the commands/applications executed,
mouse movement, keyboard activity and the system back-
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ground processes running during the login session. We
developed a logging tool for Windows XP platform to col-
lect the data. We used Microsoft .NET framework and C#
language for development. A sample log file from this
tool is shown in Figure 4. We sanitized the dataset gen-
erated by the logger and retraced the user mouse move-
ments on the system. Two such sample graphs are shown
in Figure 5. The graphs in the figure represent the mouse
movement of a single user during two sessions with un-
equal time durations. This type of graphs can be drawn
for multiple sessions of a single user or for a single ses-
sion of multiple users. As can be seen by these graphs,
the difference in behavior of users can drastically change
with the job function and the duration of session. These
graphs also provide an insight into how nervous a user is
(rapid movements of mouse). Comparing the two graphs
from the same users during two different sessions can lead
to clues about the variation or abnormality in his behav-
ior and may indicate an intrusion or masquerade activity.
The research issues in determining the similarities in the
mouse graphs are time duration of the user session and
time of the day (fatigue may cause changes in behavior).

We demonstrated these mouse graphs to try and predict
the similarities in the behavior of a single user across mul-
tiples sessions and also to predict the differences between
different users. A more detailed analysis is being done
to provide evidence that this feature will be an important
criteria for detecting anomalies.

6 Applications of USim Generated
Dataset

USim finds great relevance in the systems relying on the
user behavior data. In this section, we present two appli-
cations as a proof-of-concept for USim generated dataset.
The first application is a document management system
(DMS). A document management systems is used to man-
age and protect the digital documents in an organization
(see Figure 6).

A Document Management System (DMS) provides for
secure management and collaborative editing of digital
documents. Most of the activities on the digital docu-
ments are performed on GUI based systems. These ac-
tivities involve mouse movements providing degree of
nervousness, text reading speed (based on scroll speed),
opening or closing applications and copy or paste text,
keyboard activities such as commands, typing the docu-
ments, copy or paste text and opening or closing applica-
tions.

Training the IDS and testing it against any malicious

activity on a DMS is a difficult task and involves the
knowledge of user’s behavior while using the system. The
changes in behavior can be utilized to detect the anomalies
in the system. Also, the behavioral characteristics in these
systems are useful to predict the misuse of resources. In
short, to be able to train and test these systems, there is
a strong need for a USim like framework which can ac-
commodate the requirements of DMS by providing valid
datasets for training and testing. Above figure describes
how USim generated dataset can be used effectively in
such a system. Another application of the USim gener-
ated dataset is in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
domain. A definition of HCI [24] is:

“Human-computer interaction is a discipline
concerned with the design, evaluation and im-
plementation of interactive computing systems
for human use and with the study of major phe-
nomena surrounding them.”

As can be seen from the definition, HCI desires to know
user’s behavior in a particular environment. Once this be-
havior is known, HCI can provide guidance as to what
part of the product/services can be improved. Web page
usability studies rely heavily on user behavior data to de-
termine if the user is able to find certain links on a page
easily or in determining the best position for certain but-
tons. USim provides such behavior data for training and
testing, which can be effectively utilized for improving
web pages.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented a new approach of generating
user behavior profiles in the form of datasets. The gen-
erated datasets will not only include the traditional user
command data but will also contain the behavior charac-
teristics of users such as mouse movements while a sys-
tem is being used and keyboard characteristics such as
typing speed. USim can use the existing real user data
as an input to extract features necessary for creating tem-
plates. These templates can be used to rapidly generate
volumes of similar data. The proposed framework also
supports creation of templates by supplying precise pa-
rameters for describing the user behavior. The templates
created by USim framework are highly tunable and re-
quire minor changes in the parameters to provide similar
datasets for covering a range of user behaviors. The gen-
erated datasets can be used for rapidly training the IDSes
and thoroughly testing their detection capabilities. Cur-
rently USim is a framework to create templates for gener-
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Figure 6: A Sample Application of USim Generated Dataset

ating user behavior dataset. We are working on creating
the templates for use with data generation module.

Once the datasets are generated by USim framework,
we plan to validate these datasets by utilizing various sta-
tistical means. For the first branch of USim, where the
real user behavior data is provided as input to the frame-
work, a comparison between the real user data with the
USim generated data will provide details about the close-
ness of these datasets and thus the efficiency of USim.
For the second branch of USim, where the parameters
for template creation are directly provided to the frame-
work, the validation of USim generated dataset is trickier.
It can be done by testing a detection system with a similar
real user behavior data and USim generated data and then
comparing the performance of the detection system. We
would like to stress that validation of the USim generated
datasets is necessary and will provide a measure of the
usefulness of our tool.

We would also like to test our tool and the generated
dataset with more IDSes to determine the effectiveness of
our method. In future we plan on extending our tool to
incorporate simultaneous generation of multiple user be-
havior data to be able to simulate the profiles of people
collaborating to attack larger systems, i.e., coordinated at-
tack scenarios.

Our work also finds great application in the Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) related research. HCI deals
with the usability of user interfaces and how human be-
have in a particular environment when using computers.
USim tries to model user behavior and generated datasets
based on behavior. This data could also be used in ex-
periments to simulate various users and draw conclusions
based on the statistics. These conclusions can be used by
HCI researchers to improve the usability of products and
services.
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